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story in the New York Tribune detailed the air encounter
in which the American ace met full-on a burst of machine-
gun fire from the larger plane after he had made several
attempts to shoot it down. Evidently killed instantly,
Lufbery seemed to lose complete control of his fast little
Spad. It fell like a leaf and crashed. My cable then dwelt
upon the flier's past accomplishments and emphasized the
hard stroke of fate that he should die fighting a sluggish
two-seater—a figurative combat between a hawk and a
buzzard.
To my great astonishment two days later, I received a
cablegram from the home office making known that our two
rivals had published thrilling stories about Lufbery's fight
with an armored German airplane; how he met in unequal
combat the enemy armor plate which shed his bullets like
water off a duck's back.
I had been scooped. What my competitors did not know,
however, was that there were no armored airplanes. Un-
fortunate for me, perhaps, was that close contact with secret
Allied aeronautical experiments had shown the fallacy of
attempting to protect aircraft with steel. Everything had to
be sacrificed to speed, which was life for the aviator and death
for his enemy.
Plates of steel thick enough to shed machine-gun bullets,
added to the weight of the pilot and his machine-gun, so
loaded the plane that it handicapped him in speed. The
enemy therefore could maneuver all around him and fire on
him at will. Long before Lufbery fell, the idea had been
abandoned, and even the famous Guynemeyer, who had tried
to mount a 3 8-millimeter cannon on his fighting plane, had
to abandon it because of its extra weight. It was safe to say
the Germans were not armoring their planes, either single-
seaters or two-seaters.

